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LEADERSHIP
AAEA Board of Directors:

AAEF Board of Directors:

Gary McChesney (Board Chair),

Dr. Douglas Hutchings (Board Chair),

FutureFuel Chemical Co.

Picasolar & Delta SunEnergy

Matt Bell, Entegrity

Alan Hope, Powers

Scott Hamilton, HT & Associates

Tami Hornbeck, Communities Unlimited

Alan Hope, Powers

Gary McChesney, FutureFuel Chemical Co.

Dr. Douglas Hutchings, Picasolar

James Metzger, HISTECON Associates Inc.

Heather Nelson, Seal Solar

Peter Nierengarten, City of Fayetteville

Alex Ray, Johnson Controls Inc.

Flint Richter, Entegrity

Keaton Smith, IBERIABANK
David Stitt, The Stitt Group & Stitt Solar
Jim Wimberly, Energy Security Partners

Katie Laning Niebaum, Executive Director

As the business voice for advanced energy in Arkansas, the Arkansas Advanced Energy Association is dedicated
to growing Arkansas’s economy by expanding our energy workforce and manufacturing base through the increased
development, manufacture and utilization of advanced energy technologies.

Gary McChesney, Chairman, AAEA Board of Directors
This is an exciting time for Arkansas’s advanced energy economy. We continue to see a growing demand for
advanced energy technologies, which we know creates career opportunities, secures local community investment
and generates energy savings. The advanced energy economy, led by AAEA’s innovative business leaders, is an
increasingly important economic driver in our state with tremendous opportunity ahead. AAEA expects 2020 to be
another active year before the Arkansas Public Service Commission, with several proceedings of significance to the
industry. Together with our members, AAEA will continue to encourage the advanced energy market’s expansion to
benefit all Arkansans.
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The Arkansas Advanced Energy Foundation is the educational affiliate of AAEA. The Foundation is dedicated
to informing the energy policy debate with well-researched, fact-based data on the advanced energy economy in 		
Arkansas and by providing a public forum where state leaders can address Arkansas’s future energy opportunities.
Dr. Douglas Hutchings, Chairman, AAEF Board of Directors
Advanced energy policy is unlocking capital investments and driving economic development in our local
communities. Innovations in technology, finance and supply chain are being developed in Arkansas and driving down
costs. We continue to see local entrepreneurs invest in communities across the state, delivering positive economic
benefits provided by advanced energy solutions. Weekly headlines of new advanced energy projects (particularly
solar) might give the impression that saturation must be soon, but the vast majority of opportunities have yet to be
developed. That’s why I know 2020 will be an even more bustling year for the Arkansas advanced energy economy. 		
AAEF’s work fostering this growth continues to play a critical role.
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also offer leading edge HVAC equipment
and air distribution devices that feature
advanced energy technology by companies

vanced energy business sponsors who helped make 2016
like AAON
Titus. their standard
AEA. These members went above
and and
beyond
underwrite some of our most important
initiatives.
With more thanprojects
150 trucks onand
the road,

LEADERSHIP

we are moving forward with the Arkansas
Advanced Energy Association.

vanced

Thanks to our Advanced Energy Annual Sponsors who helped make 2019 another
To learn how we can help you get the
successful
year for
AAEA. These members went above and beyond their standard
Energy
Leaders
most out of your building HVAC systems,
membership
call us atobligations
501.374.5420 orto
visitsupport
us online our most important initiatives.
at www.powersar.com.

WHAT WE DO

Advanced EnergyThere
Leaders
when you need us.

• Building Controls
• Controls Service

• Mechanical Service
• HVAC Equipment
• Air Distribution
• NEBB Certified TAB
• Retrofit Projects
• HVAC Solutions
• OEM Parts
• Training

B U I L D I N G H VA C , C O N T R O L S , & S E RV I C E • 5 0 1 . 3 7 4 . 5 4 2 0 •

anced Energy Innovators

Advanced Energy Innovators
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POLICY
Arkansas’s advanced energy economy contributes $2.8 billion in economic output, according to the UALR Arkansas Economic
Development Institute in research commissioned by AAEF. Advanced energy companies employ a workforce of 25,000 Arkansans
and counting. Arkansas’s advanced energy industry has a key role to play in our state’s economy as the advanced energy
transition continues. AAEA is focused on initiatives that encourage the expansion of Arkansas’s advanced energy market.

Solar Access Act of 2019
• During the Regular Session of the 92nd General Assembly, AAEA members worked with legislators to secure
passage of the “Solar Access Act.” Now Act 464, the measure earned strong support from Arkansas 		
legislators, passing the Senate by a vote of 28-2 and the House by a vote of 83-5.
• The Solar Access Act enables third-party financing for those seeking to deploy solar. This financing tool
is particularly important for non-tax entities, such as schools, churches, cities and counties, colleges and
universities, state agencies, and non-profit organizations. With the option of a third-party solar services
contract, non-tax entities can take full advantage of federal incentives and lower the cost of a solar array,
unlocking capital to invest in local communities.
• Third-party solar leasing could double or triple the number of solar jobs in Arkansas, according to analysis
from the Business Innovations Legal Clinic of the William H. Bowen School of Law at the University of
Arkansas at Little Rock. Act 464 took effect in July of 2019 and already is spurring greater adoption of 		
advanced energy solutions, particularly with a wave of cities, counties and school districts seeking to deploy
solar and energy efficiency technologies.

AAEA members joined Governor Asa Hutchinson to celebrate the ceremonial signing
of the Solar Access Act (Act 464) in April. The Governor told the business leaders
and supporters gathered that this bill means Arkansas is “open for business.”
“From this day on, the consumers of Arkansas will drive this market,” bill sponsor
Senator Dave Wallace added. “It’s a great day for Arkansas.”
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POLICY
Arkansas Energy Performance Contracting
• AEPC has been a major economic development vehicle while also driving a marked increase in public
building efficiency. To date, 36 projects have been fully executed or are in active development, 		
guaranteeing over $375 million in energy savings for public clients.
• During the 2019 session, AAEA members worked with legislators to secure passage of two measures to
enhance the state’s AEPC program. Act 507 now allows a guaranteed energy cost savings contract to align
with energy cost savings measures’ active warranty period or combined useful life, instead of capping a
contract at 20 years. The measure also allows school districts to opt into the existing program. The
legislation passed the House 88-2 and the Senate 34-0.
• Additionally, Act 1090 amends the Local Government Capital Improvement Revenue Bond Act as it relates
to performance-based efficiency projects. It is designed to help municipalities utilize revenue bonds 		
to fund projects under the AEPC program. The bill earned unanimous approval from Senators and
House members.

AAEA members
joined Governor Asa
Hutchinson in April
for the ceremonial bill
signing of Act 507 to
enhance the Arkansas
Energy Performance
Contracting program.

Utility Energy Efficiency Programs
• AAEA is an active participant in the Arkansas Public Service Commission’s collaborative continuing the 		
state’s utility energy efficiency standard. AAEA is the only intervening party that brings the advanced 		
energy industry perspective based on years of developed industry partnerships and policy research.
• Energy efficiency jobs account for the largest sector of the state’s advanced energy economy and utility
energy efficiency programs have proven to be an important economic driver for Arkansas and advanced
energy technologies. In 2019, the Commission approved utilities’ 2020-2022 energy efficiency plans, which
will implement enhanced goals for electric utilities. Concurring with AAEA and others, the Commission
had ordered a savings target of 1.2% of baseline energy sales from 2020 through 2022 for electric utilities,
a significant increase from the previous efficiency goal of 1%. Savings target for gas utilities were
maintained at 1% of baseline sales for 2020-2022.
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Distributed Energy Resources
• The Commission’s “Distributed Energy Resources and Grid Modernization” proceeding (Docket No. 16028-U) began in earnest in 2019, convening stakeholders for three educational workshops, with a fourth
workshop scheduled for January 2020. The Commission is looking at how to prepare Arkansas’s electric
customers and utilities for the penetration of DERs such as solar power, battery storage, smart thermostats
and other energy efficiency and demand-response measures, electric vehicles, and smart appliances that
are reaching the marketplace in larger volumes and constantly declining prices.
• The Commission’s goal is to identify and remove non-price barriers to the adoption of new technologies
that can be economic winners in the energy market. AAEA is an intervening party in this proceeding. An
initial report from facilitators is due to Commissioners in March 2020.

Net Metering
• AAEA is an intervening party in the Commission’s proceeding (Docket No. 16-027-R) to consider potential
changes to the state’s net metering rules and has been an active participant since the docket was opened
in April 2016. Throughout deliberations, AAEA has argued that distributed generation is a customerfinanced investment that is a net benefit for utility systems and benefits all ratepayers.
• In response to passage of the Solar Access Act of 2019 (Act 464), the Commission announced in May
the opening of a “Phase 3” of this proceeding, calling on the Net Metering Working Group to reconvene
to consider unresolved issues and implement Act 464’s noncontroversial provisions. The Commission set a
procedural schedule, culminating in a Dec. 5, 2019 hearing date. An additional hearing, for public comments
only, has been scheduled for February 19, 2020. The timing of a subsequent order would then be 		
forthcoming.

Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) Financing
• The PACE Act of 2013 authorized the voluntary creation of energy improvement districts to finance
energy efficiency, water efficiency and renewable energy improvements by interested property owners.
A bipartisan consensus of General Assembly members saw PACE as an answer to the financing barrier
that had discouraged property owners from addressing deferred maintenance measures and making
desired capital improvements that reduce utility costs and have the added benefit of improving their
property value. The payments (paid via a special assessment on the owner’s property) must be less than
the amount of energy savings achieved, so business owners experience an increase in cash flow.
• PACE has been a leading priority for AAEA and its members since the advanced energy business community
helped secure its passage in 2013. Since that time, AAEA has worked closely with officials managing the
state’s energy improvement districts – Energy Improvement District Number 1 (cities of Fayetteville and
Springdale), and Pulaski County Energy Improvement District.
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MEMBERSHIP
AAEA members are leaders in an exciting movement to grow Arkansas’s economy and workforce through
the development, manufacture and utilization of advanced energy technologies. AAEA members are as
diverse as the advanced energy industry across the state and include energy service companies; architects,
engineers and construction professionals; renewable energy developers; utilities and independent power
producers; local government officials and economic development organizations; colleges and universities;
commercial industrial energy customers; advanced energy technology adopters, site owners and managers;
manufacturers of renewable energy and energy efficiency systems; advanced energy system integrators;
start-up entrepreneurs and tech firms; financial, legal and insurance service providers; and more. AAEA is
proud to partner with these leaders.

Our Members
ACE Glass

Excel Energy Group

Performance Services

Advanced Energy Economy

FA Solutions

Picasolar

All Electric Supply

City of Fayetteville

Pinnacle Energy Services

Arkansas Arts Center

Fayetteville Chamber of Commerce

Pollution Management Inc.

Arkansas Association of Energy Engineers

Forrest City Area Chamber of Commerce

Powers

AEV Solar

Fort Smith Regional Chamber of Commerce

Scenic Hill Solar

Arkansas Oklahoma Gas Corporation

Francis EV Charging

Seal Solar

Arkansas State University System

FutureFuel Chemical Co.

Shine Solar

Audubon Arkansas

HERS, Inc.

Solar & Renewable Power Systems

Bernhard Energy

HISTECON Associates, Inc.

Southeast Energy Efficiency Alliance

Brown Engineers

Home Energy Rx

Southeastern Wind Coalition

Clear Energy

IBERIABANK

Southwestern Electric Power Company

Communities Unlimited

Infinite Enzymes

Stone Creek Solar

Dadeni Solar

INSURICA

Sun City Solar Energy

DeWitt Chamber of Commerce

Johnson Controls, Inc.

Sunpro Solar

EEtility

J. Alan Lewis, PLLC

The Stitt Group - Stitt Solar

Energy Efficiency Design & Development Inc.

LightWave Solar

Today’s Power, Inc.

Energy Security Partners

McKinstry

Trane

Energy Systems Group

City of North Little Rock

Trem|Wel Energy

Entegrity

North Little Rock Chamber of Commerce

University of Arkansas - Fayetteville

Entergy Arkansas

OG&E Energy Corp.

University of Arkansas - Fort Smith

eSCO Processing and Recycling

Ouachita Electric Cooperative Corp.

University of Arkansas - Hope - Texarkana

Ozark Integrated Circuits

USGBC - Arkansas
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EVENTS
Advanced Energy Day at the Legislature
Little Rock, February 27
AAEA members gathered with policy makers for this key
advocacy event during the Regular Session of the 92nd
General Assembly. At AAEA’s request, Governor Asa
Hutchinson issued an official proclamation designating
February 27, 2019, as “Arkansas Advanced Energy Day.”
The event, featuring a breakfast program and dynamic
company exhibits in the Arkansas State Capitol Rotunda,
was a critical opportunity to engage directly with policy
makers about the industry’s positive economic impact.
Thanks to event sponsors Johnson Controls, Today’s
Power Inc., Energy Efficiency Design and Development,
Entegrity and Seal Solar.

Advanced Energy Legislative Champions Reception
Little Rock, May 16
The advanced energy business community celebrated the work of the 92nd
General Assembly and recognized legislators for their leadership on advanced
energy policy priorities. During the 2019 Regular Session, AAEA members
worked with legislators to secure passage
of three priority bills now signed into law,
the Solar Access Act (Act 464) and two
additional measures to enhance the state’s
successful energy performance contracting
program (Act 507 and Act 1090). Thanks to
event sponsor Energy Efficiency Design and
Development.

CHAMPIONS OF ADVANCED ENERGY:
Senator Lance Eads (R-Springdale)
Senator Keith Ingram (D-West Memphis)
Senator Jason Rapert (R-Conway)
Senator Dave Wallace (R-Leachville)
Rep. Rick Beck (R-Center Ridge)
Rep. Aaron Pilkington (R-Clarksville)
FRIENDS OF ADVANCED ENERGY:
Senator Trent Garner (R-El Dorado)
Senator Bart Hester (R-Cave City)
Senator Missy Irvin (R-Mountain View)
Senator Mark Johnson (R-Little Rock)
Rep. Jack Ladyman (R-Jonesboro)
Rep. Vivian Flowers (D-Pine Bluff)
Rep. Stephen Meeks (R-Greenbrier)
Rep. Johnny Rye (R-Trumann)
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EVENTS
Advanced Energy Finance and Infrastructure
Summit 2019
Little Rock, June 18
AAEA hosted an expanded Advanced Energy Finance &
Infrastructure Summit detailing initiatives and tools available
to Arkansans seeking to implement advanced energy solutions.
Speakers covered Arkansas Energy Performance Contracting,
Property Assessed Clean Energy financing, Public/Private
Partnership, Tariff On-Bill Financing and Volkswagen settlement
opportunities. The conference, which featured 14 exhibiting
companies, brought together advanced energy business leaders
and prospective customers from both the public and private
sectors. Thanks to event sponsors Entegrity, Johnson Controls,
Performance Services, Seal Solar, Lightwave Solar, Bernhard
Energy and Trane.

emPOWERing Arkansas 2019:
AAEA’s 8th annual meeting & policy conference
Little Rock, October 8
AAEA’s most popular event brought together nearly 200 industry
stakeholders to discuss the growing demand for advanced energy
technologies and celebrate innovators with the Arkansas Advanced
Energy Awards. Speakers included Arkansas Public Service Commission
Chairman Ted Thomas; Arkansas Department of Energy and
Environment Secretary Becky W. Keogh; and Karl R. Rábago, a former
Texas Public Utilities Commissioner and regulatory consultant for
AAEA, who served as the keynote luncheon speaker. Attendees also
engaged with a panel of speakers examining the game-changing
impact of the Solar Access Act of 2019, as well as a panel of utility
executives highlighting the growing use of advanced energy
technologies. Thanks to event sponsors Audubon Arkansas, Energy
Efficiency Design & Development, Entegrity, Stitt Solar and Today’s
Power.
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EVENTS
2019 Arkansas Advanced Energy Awards @ emPOWERing Arkansas 2019

Ron Bell Advanced Energy Leader
Senator Dave Wallace

Advanced Energy Business Innovation Award
Michael Henderson • President • Today’s Power, Inc.

Advanced Energy Policy Pioneer
Mark Cayce • General Manager • Ouachita Electric Cooperative

Advanced Energy Rising Star
Gary Moody • Director of State & Local Climate Strategy • National Audubon Society

Award winners pictured with AAEA Executive Director Katie Niebaum (left) and AAEA Director & Seal Solar President Heather Nelson

Advanced Energy Holiday Networking Reception
Fayetteville, December 11
AAEA members joined local government leaders for a festive networking reception in Fayetteville. Thanks to event sponsors
Audubon Arkansas, Entegrity, Stitt Solar, Ozarks Electric Cooperative, Powers, Sunpro Solar and Energy Security Partners.
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The City of Fayetteville,
recipient of the U.S.
Conference of Mayors
Climate Protection
Award, presented a
$15,000 grant sponsored
by Walmart, Inc. to the
Arkansas Advanced
Energy Foundation for
its work in promoting
greater understanding
of advanced energy
throughout Arkansas.
Fayetteville Mayor
Lioneld Jordan
presented the award to
AAEF’s Katie Niebaum
in Fayetteville in
September.

RECEIVES
CLIMATE
LEADER:
AWARD
INNOVATOR:

SOME SEE CONCRETE AND STEEL.
WE SEE THRIVING COMMUNITIES.
At Johnson Controls, we’re in the business of creating
healthier,more productive and safer environments for
facilities around the world.
By modernizing the equipment and systems in your
buildings, improving your infrastructure and energy spend,
and addressing your ongoing maintenance needs – we can
help transform your entire operation.
We call it Building Efficiency. You’ll call it a smart way to
improve your buildings and empower the people within.
Contact your local Building Efficiency expert:
ALEX RAY
Business Development Executive – Performance Infrastructure
Alexander.Ray@jci.com • 501-351-0926
or visit us at www.johnsoncontrols.com
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2019 MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
Arkansas Energy
Advocates Tout Jobs,
Growth at State Capitol
February 27, 2019 by Kyle Massey

PSC Chairman
says market-based
solar program
could boost
Arkansas economy

Wednesday was Arkansas Advanced Energy Day at the
state Capitol, as decreed by Gov. Asa Hutchinson, who
marshaled some impressive economic development
numbers in his declaration. “There is clear evidence
that advanced energy technologies are producing jobs,
saving energy and expanding the Arkansas economy,” the
governor said.

February 28, 2019
by Wesley Brown

Solar Bill Advances
Along With Energy
Efficiency Measure

Hutchinson gets
renewables bill

March 11, 2019 by Kyle Massey
The legislation, Senate Bill 145, would enable third-party
financing for solar energy projects and is key to plans
by non taxed entities, including nonprofits, government
agencies and schools, seeking to deploy sun power. The
other measure, House Bill 1636, would give public entities
a greater chance to use the state’s effective energy
performance contracting program.

Arkansas Public Service Commission chairman
Ted Thomas said Wednesday that “big
picture” legislation to expand the state’s solar
marketplace could be a boon for the Arkansas
economy – if policymakers are willing to adopt
a free market approach that encourages new
technologies. Thomas was one of several
speakers at a breakfast event sponsored by the
Arkansas Advanced Energy Association (AAEA),
which held its annual “Advanced Energy Day”
on Wednesday at the State Capitol.

March 13, 2019 by
Democrat Gazette Staff
The Arkansas House
sent legislation aimed
at increasing Arkansas'
renewable energy to Gov. Asa Hutchinson on
Tuesday. Senate Bill 145 by Sen. Dave Wallace,
R-Leachville, passed by a vote of 83-5; a
spokesman said the Republican governor will
sign the bill into law.
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2019 MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
Solar Report Finds
Strong Growth in
Arkansas
March 15, 2019 by Kyle Massey
As Arkansas legislators moved to open up Arkansas' solar
energy landscape with a new law, a national trade group
noted this week that the state had its biggest year of
solar installation ever in 2018.

Arkansas adds
520 net metering
systems in 2018,
up almost 53%
April 1, 2019 by Talk
Business and Politics Staff
The number of net metering systems in Arkansas
increased 52.6% to 1,508 in 2018, from 988 in 2017,
and the net increase of 520 new systems was the largest
annual rise in the number of systems in the state,
according to the Arkansas Advanced Energy Association
(AAEA). The majority of the systems were solar panel
systems, but some were solar and wind systems and
wind systems.

How Arkansas eliminated
third-party solar barriers
in a red state
March 15, 2019 by Catherine Morehouse
Lease limitations and project size caps impeded
solar growth in Arkansas, but lowering market
barriers drew support from bipartisan lawmakers
and business interests, pushing utilities to
compromise.

Solar energy
can power
Arkansas’ economy
April 8, 2019
by Katie Niebaum
New jobs. Energy savings. Reinvestment in
students and teachers. These are some of the
benefits advanced energy technologies like solar
provide. By enhancing access to these resources
and knocking down barriers, advanced energy can
power Arkansas’ economy.

Pulaski, Washington Counties Plan Solar savings for Taxpayers
June 18, 2019 by Kyle Massey
"Energy performance contracting, now coupled with solar, isn't just an environmental
approach; it's also a finance approach that gave us a budget-neutral strategy to address 10-plus years of deferred
maintenance at county facilities," [Pulaski County Attorney Adam] Fogleman told [AAEA's] Finance & Infrastructure
Summit Tuesday afternoon at Heifer International's headquarters in Little Rock.
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Arkansas Cities,
Counties Get Their
Day in the Sun
July 22, 2019 by Kyle Massey
Katie Niebaum, executive director of the Arkansas
Advanced Energy Association, said solar’s cost advantages
let local leaders “free up precious resources, many times
for critical items that have been delayed due to budget
restraints. Moreover, solar projects provide jobs and serve
as an economic multiplier in the communities where they
are developed.”

Regulators called
on to clarify
solar-power pricing
December 3, 2019
by Andrew Moreau
"Ultimately solar developers and
customers need certainty to support this
emerging market," said Katie Niebaum, executive director
for the Arkansas Advanced Energy Association. "And the
commission has an awesome opportunity to support the
growth of emerging energy markets in a way that's good
for all ratepayers."

At Advanced Energy Event,
Solar Power Fuels
a Surprise Rate-Cut Plan
October 8, 2019 by Kyle Massey
Mark Cayce, CEO of Ouachita Electric Cooperative
Corp. of Camden, drew a standing ovation from
the energy efficiency and solar crowd at Heifer
International headquarters when he made
the rate announcement after receiving the
association's initial Advanced Energy Pioneer
Award.
"I made some pretty bold statements in support
of solar power when the Legislature was
considering solar policy, predicting that solar
could actually bring rates down," Cayce told
the gathered renewable energy entrepreneurs,
contractors and utility representatives. "Today
I can announce that after our most recent rate
study, on Oct. 17 we're going to be seeking a 4
and 1/2-percent rate decrease at Ouachita Electric
Cooperative Corp."

Year in Review: Top 10 Business Stories of 2019
December 23, 2019
by Arkansas Business Staff
#7 Solar Plus Lithium: Half of the state’s 45 largest solar projects went up in 2019, at farms, businesses, cities,
counties and schools. Public projects seized on the new Solar Access Act, which lets governments and nonprofits
partner with providers, reaping solar savings while the system owners get tax cuts. Katie Niebaum of the Arkansas
Advanced Energy Association said 2019 totals won’t be available until March, but solar projects have accelerated
this year, which had the largest increase ever in net-metering systems, up 52% over 2017.
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From 2 panels
to 12,000
we have a bright
solution for you.

sealsolar.com | 501.376.7325
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EMPOWERED WORK
WHAT WE DO
Heating and Cooling
• Air Distribution
• Controls
• HVAC Equipment
• Hydronics & Steam
• Parts
• NEBB TAB
Service
• Controls
• Mechanical

At Powers, we not only emPOWER our customers to go green, we
help them save some green thanks to world-class SIEMENS
building automation and controls and leading edge advanced
energy technology HVAC equipment by AAON and air
distribution devices by Titus—all of which we have installed in our
HQ along with solar power and LED lighting.
Powers, the team that delivers advanced energy products and
service for Customers, Engineers, ESCO’s, and Contractors. We
have the technicians, control specialists, equipment startup, energy
programmers, service, and
expertise. With more than 150
trucks on the road, we are moving
forward with the Arkansas
Advanced Energy Association.
B UILDING HVAC, C ONTROLS , & S ERVICE • 501.374.5420 •

WWW. POWERSAR . COM
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124 W. Capitol Avenue, Suite 1750
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201
ArkansasAdvancedEnergy.com
info@arkansasadvancedenergy.com
501.537.0190

